
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introducing Generalized PathSeeker® (GPS) 
 

This guide provides a brief introduction to GPS  
as well as a guide insight for model interpretation. 
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Background and Motivation 
GPS or Generalized PathSeeker® is a highly specialized and flexible regression (and logistic regression) 
procedure developed by Jerome Friedman (the co-creator of CART® and the developer and inventor of 
MARS® and TreeNet®, among several other major contributions to data mining and machine learning). 
GPS is a "regularized regression" procedure meaning that it is designed to handle modeling challenges 
that are difficult or impossible for everyday regression. For example, GPS is well suited to build models 
when: 
♦ there are many more columns (predictors) than rows (observations); 

♦ the predictors available may be extremely highly correlated with each other; or 

♦ the goal is to find the most compact model yielding acceptable performance. 

GPS strengths include high speed processing of huge numbers of predictors such as are found in 
bioinformatics and text mining, and increasingly in models of consumer behavior leveraging web activity 
and social network data. Predictive models using such data must be able to deftly handle from tens of 
thousands to possibly millions of predictors. GPS is also a capable variable selection machine, sifting a 
possible small subset of predictors from a huge pool of candidates.  

Friedman’s highly technical paper introducing GPS (“Fast Sparse Regression and Classification” (2008)) 
can be downloaded here. 

Before using GPS as a data mining engine it is important to understand its limitations: 
♦ GPS is ultimately a regression procedure that builds a linear model that is additive in its predictors. 

This means that GPS cannot on its own discover nonlinearities or interactions in data unless you 
prepare special predictors embodying such flexibility of the model. 

♦ GPS cannot on its own handle missing values and will enforce row deletion of data when missing 
values are encountered.  

In both of these senses GPS has limitations that are identical to that of traditional regression; GPS on its 
own shares the rigidity that makes linear regression so often unsuitable for modern data analytics. We do 
have some good news regarding GPS: when properly combined with TreeNet, where TreeNet first pre-
processes the data, handles the missing values, and automatically discovers the nonlinearity and 
interactions embedded in the model, GPS becomes a superb tool in a true data mining context. We 
discuss this combination of TreeNet and GPS in the sections dedicated to model compression and rule 
learning. For technical details on GPS refer to the later sections of this discussion. 

GPS is a forward stepping model building procedure. It is far different than traditional forward stepwise 
regression however. In the famous, and much maligned, forward stepwise statistical model one searches 
for the best variable to introduce (or add) to the model and then a traditional regression model is built; at 
each stage the variable that improves R-Squared the most (on training data) is added and a conventional 
regression is then run using just those variables. At each stage one more variable enters the model. In 
GPS we use a form of “partial” introduction of a variable into the model by permitting the variable to be 
given a very small coefficient (much smaller than a traditional regression would want to assign, perhaps 
as little as 1/10 of one percent of the everyday regression coefficient). Once the chosen variable has 
been added in this partial way the data is re-analyzed to determine what to do next. For example, include 
a new variable or update the coefficient on a variable already in the model. 
  

http://www-stat.stanford.edu/%7Ejhf/ftp/GPSpub.pdf
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Getting Started 
Here we turn to a hands on tour of getting starting with GPS and review the essential model setup dialogs 
and the interpretation of the outputs. Please refer to the sample data sets included with your installation to 
locate the BOSTON.CSV file in order to follow along with our next examples. 

Setting up a GPS Model 

Click the File—Open>Data File… menu item: 
 

 

Navigate to the Sample Data folder, select BOSTON.CSV dataset, and press the [Open] button.  This will 
open the Activity Window shown below. 

 If your system does something else you may use the Edit menu to select Options-General tab and 
then change what SPM does upon opening a data file. 
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We see a confirmation screen listing the variables available, number of records and variables, and some 
other descriptive information on the file. This display is intended to allow you to be sure that you have 
indeed opened the file you wanted. 

We can now move onto a number of follow-up actions represented by the lower row of buttons. Choose 
the [Model…] button to reveal the Model Setup dialog which is where we select our dependent variable, 
predictors, data mining engine and analysis type. On the Model tab in the Model Setup window: 
♦ Set Analysis Engine to GPS/Generalized Lasso 

♦ Change Sort into File Order 
♦ Check MV in the Target column – this specifies the dependent variable for the current modeling 

round. In this data set MV stands for the median value of owner-occupied homes in Boston in 1970 
for each of 506 Census tracts.  (See here (link doesn’t work)for details in the context of the econometric 
study that made this data famous.) 

♦ Check all remaining variables in the Predictor column – thus all remaining variables will be used as 
potential predictors 

♦ Set Target Type selection to Regression as we are predicting a continuous dependent variable 

http://www.law.berkeley.edu/faculty/rubinfeldd/Profile/publications/Hedonic.PDF
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 Observe that this is all we need to do get started with our analysis: open a data set, select a 
dependent variable, select an analysis method, and an analysis type. Clicking the [Start] button will 
launch the analysis using intelligent defaults for all other control options. 

Although we could just click the [Start] button now we recommend visiting the Testing tab to select the 
test method best suited for your needs. As you probably already know modern data mining methods 
usually do not offer the classical statistical measures often used for model assessment and diagnosis. In 
data mining rather than study performance on training data we prefer to use test data to determine the 
quality of our models. 

In the dialog below you can see the testing options available. We select 20% randomly chosen test 
partition. As a matter of policy we would probably favor cross-validation for a data set this small (only 506 
rows) but it will be easier to illustrate some important concepts setting aside an explicit test partition. 

 10-fold Cross-Validation is the default option 
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Now click the [Start] button and wait for the results, which will come back more or less instantaneously. 
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Viewing Model Results 

The GPS Results: Paths window provides basic information on the results of running GPS regularized 
regression and is geared towards a practical user who wants to start using models right away and skip all 
of the inner details. 

First observe the main graph area, showing model performance on the test sample in terms of Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) indexed by the model size in coefficients. Again, any GPS model is a linear 
regression model with coefficients selected as a result of some elaborate internal searching technique. 

The upper part of the window shows performance results of the best model found. By default, the best (or 
optimal) model is the one that minimizes MSE on the test sample. The optimal model is also marked by 
the vertical line in the graph area. In this case, the model has 13 coefficients and achieves test MSE of 
21.361. Other performance measures are also reported. 

 

 

Now click the [Coefficients] button to see what the model coefficients are: 
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Use the following controls to change what is displayed in the main graph area: 
♦ In the Axes – Y: selection box, choose among different regression performance evaluation criteria: R-

squared, Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD), Mean Relative Absolute 
Deviation (MRAD), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and a number of standard penalized error 
measures AIC, AICc, BIC. 

 Strictly speaking R-Squared is a learn sample only concept and most data miners prefer to look at 
test sample Mean Squared Error; however, the R-Squared measure is familiar, easily understood, 
and already normalized so we have extended the concept for convenience. 

♦ Press the [Learn] button to view performance on the learn sample, the [Test] button to view 
performance on the test sample, or the [All] button to view both curves 

♦ Observe that doing the above manipulations automatically changes the coefficients reported in the 
Model Coefficients: GPS Results window 

So far you only looked at 13-coefficient models; however, you may freely navigate within the graph 
window viewing different models. For example, press the [All] button and then click on the 3-coefficient 
model in the graph area – it should now be marked with the red vertical line.   
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Observe the following: 
♦ The Model Coefficients window reflects the new values of the coefficients. 

♦ More importantly, the coefficients in the Best Elasticity Learn column differ from the coefficients in 
the Best Elasticity Test column thus displaying two different models.  The former set optimizes 
performance on the learn sample, while the latter set optimizes performance on the test set.  
Internally GPS builds a potentially very large pool of linear models with varying number of coefficients 
and varying values. However, only the models with the best performance on the currently selected 
evaluation criterion, data partition, and model size are selected. 

 The coefficients of the optimal test sample model have smaller magnitudes than the coefficients of 
the optimal learn sample model. This is an illustration of a well-known fact that shrinking OLS 
regression coefficients towards zero may improve model performance on a different test sample. 

Now pick the 5-coefficient model in the graph area, observe the following: 

 

♦ The learn sample optimal model changed and now shows 5 non-zero coefficients. 

♦ The test sample optimal model did not change and shows 3 non-zero coefficients as before. What 
this means is that among all internally constructed models GPS could not find a 4-coefficient or 5-
coefficient model that outperforms the optimal 3-coefficient model in terms of test sample MSE. One 
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way to think about it is that the optimal 5-coefficient model on the test sample has two of the 
coefficients zeroed out. 

♦ Therefore, the flat segment on the test sample performance graph between 3 and 12 means that the 
3-coefficient model is the best MSE performing model on the test sample until all 13 variables are 
introduced at which point a better model is found. 

 This is why displayed performance curves are always monotone, perhaps having some flat segments.  
The idea is that the only justification for a larger (in terms of non-zero coefficients) model is if that 
model shows better performance; otherwise, a small model is obviously a better choice. 

 These interesting phenomena stem from the fact that GPS works with the learn sample to build the 
internal pool of models, the test sample is only that used to evaluate the performance of the resulting 
models. Therefore, while it is always guaranteed that a 4-variable model will almost always improve 
performance over the 3-variable model on the learn sample, it may no longer be the case on the test 
sample. 

 This also explains why the learn performance curves, unlike test sample performance curves, tend 
not to have flat segments. 

Thus, the overall finding so far is that the 3-variable model achieved robust optimal test sample 
performance over a wide range of models and can only be marginally improved by a much larger 13-
variable model. 

One can view detailed summary information on the currently selected model by pressing the 
[Summary…] button. It produces a standard set of reports (described earlier in this manual) SPM 
provides for any regression model generated by any of our engines (including, therefore, CART, MARS, 
Random Forests, TreeNet, and Regression). 

One can also save the entire set of results into a grove file by clicking the [Save Grove…] button. This 
will create a binary file with extension GRV. The grove file can then be loaded at a different point in time 
(and perhaps on a different computer) using the File/Open/Open Grove… menu item. 

Applying Model to New Data 

We can now proceed with applying the 3-coefficient optimal test MSE model (or any other model of your 
choice) to a dataset to obtain predicted responses. 
♦ Switch to the GPS Results -MV window, make sure that MSE is selected, the [Test] button is 

pressed, and the 3-variable model is highlighted by the vertical red line after clicking in the graph 
area. 

♦ Press the [Score…] button – this will open the Score Data window. 

♦ In the Score Data window, the current modeling dataset BOSTON.CSV is already selected for 
scoring. 

♦ Click on the check box next to the [Save Scores As…] button and in the resulting window enter 
BOSTON_SCORE.CSV, this file will be created during model scoring process and will contain the 
prediction results. 

 You may not have the write permission to the Sample Data folder; in this case simply pick any folder 
you do have write permissions for. 

♦ Press the [Score] button to initiate the model scoring process. 
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The Score Results window will appear containing basic scoring stats.  More importantly, a new file 
BOSTON_SCORE.CSV is now created containing four variables: 
♦ CASEID – record number – 1, 2, 3, etc. 

♦ RESPONSE – predicted response generated by the model you’ve just scored. 

♦ MV – observed response available in the input dataset. 

♦ RESIDUAL – predicted response minus the observed response. 

 When the observed response is not available in the input dataset, the residuals and MV will not be 
available, only the RESPONSE will be produced. 
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Translating Model 

The scoring just conducted relies on the SPM software inner mechanism. You may want to extract the 
model into a convenient representation for use outside of SPM. This is known as model translation: 
♦ Switch to the GPS Results- MV window, make sure that MSE is selected, the [Test] button is 

pressed, and the 3-variable model is highlighted by the vertical red line after clicking in the graph area 
(same as before). 

♦ Press the [Translate…] button – this will open the Model Translation window. 

   

♦ Note that the model of interest is already selected 

♦ Also note that you have a number of output language options available, we use SAS as an 
illustration. 

♦ Click on the check box next to the [Save Output As…] button and in the resulting window enter 
BOSTON_MODEL.SAS, this file will be created during model scoring process and will contain the 
model code is SAS language. 

 You may not have the write permission to the Sample Data folder; in this case simply pick any folder 
you do have write permissions for. 

♦ Press the [OK] button to initiate the model translation process. 

A new file BOSTON_MODEL.SAS will be created containing model code in SAS-compatible language.  
Note the model simplicity – any GPS model is a simple linear combination of coefficients. However, it 
differs from OLS regression and was selected to have superior performance on the test sample. 
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This concludes the hands-on introduction into GPS regression engine. We used a simple dataset to 
illustrate the key practical steps a modeler would usually take in order to build a useful linear solution.  
Note that a similar set of steps is required to build a GPS logistic regression to model binary response.  
Simply switch to the Classification/Logistic Binary Target Type in the Model tab on the Model Setup 
window. The rest is pretty much the same with the exception of a different set of performance measures 
available for display (area under ROC curve, lift, etc.) and log-odds interpretation of the predicted 
response. 

In the following sections we provide an in-depth look at the inner workings of the GPS engine. Those may 
dramatically expand your understanding of the key principles involved as well as help building superior 
models by proper adjustments to the fine engine control parameters. 

A Practical Overview of GPS 
GPS or Generalized PathSeeker is a highly specialized and flexible regression (and logistic regression) 
procedure developed by Jerome Friedman (the co-creator of CART and the developer and inventor of 
MARS and TreeNet, among several other major contributions to data mining and machine learning). GPS 
is a "regularized regression" procedure meaning that it is designed to handle modeling challenges that 
are difficult or impossible for everyday regression. For example, GPS is especially well suited to build 
models when: 
♦ there are many more columns (predictors) than rows (observations); 

♦ the predictors available may be extremely highly correlated with each other; 

♦ the goal is to find the most compact model yielding acceptable performance. 

GPS strengths include high speed processing of huge numbers of predictors such as are found in 
bioinformatics and text mining, and increasingly in models of consumer behavior leveraging web activity 
and social network data. Predictive models using such data must be able to deftly handle from tens of 
thousands to possibly millions of predictors. GPS is also a capable variable selection machine sifting a 
possible small subset of predictors from a huge pool of candidates.  

Modern data mining is increasingly required to deal with the uncomfortably many predictors, both when 
the number of rows is less than the number of columns and when the number of rows is plentiful. In 
general, a challenge of dealing with such data is that the parameter estimates can be highly sensitive to 
the data used; working with a different sample thought to be from the same population and small changes 
in the existing training set can cause substantial changes in specific coefficient estimates. GPS provides 
a mechanism for dramatically reducing this variability, meaning that results will typically remain stable 
instead of volatile. 

Before using GPS as a data mining engine it is important to understand its limitations: 
♦ GPS is ultimately a regression procedure that builds a linear model that is additive in its predictors. 

This means that GPS cannot on its own discover nonlinearities or interactions in data unless you 
prepare special predictors embodying such model flexibility. 

♦ GPS cannot on its own handle missing values and will enforce row deletion of data when missing 
values are encountered.  

In both of these senses GPS has limitations that are identical to that of traditional regression; GPS shares 
the rigidity that makes linear regression so often unsuitable for modern data analytics. 
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Why do we offer GPS inside of Salford predictive modeler then? A better question might be: why did 
Jerome Friedman, one of the most important contributors to data mining, bother to develop a new 
procedure that is more like the old methods he has helped to displace, and more unlike the series of 
machine learning advances he has been making since 1974? The answer, quite simply, is that Friedman 
never really intended for GPS to be used directly on raw data the way regression is normally used. 
Instead he developed GPS as a second stage modeling method that is used to repackage and improve 
the results that come from his flagship methods of CART, MARS, and TreeNet. In other words, GPS was 
developed to work in tandem with machine learning methods and was never intended to be "just" a 
modern regression package. 

An important way in which GPS resembles our other data mining engines is that it offers not just one 
model but an entire sequence of different models. One of these models will display best results on your 
preferred performance measure and details relevant to this model are presented by default. But you will 
clearly see the options available to go with a different model, for example, a simpler model involving fewer 
predictors with little loss of predictive accuracy. You might also be looking at both squared error and 
absolute error loss in a regression model and elect to go with a model that gives you an attractive balance 
on both. 

If your model is a regression then the model, however selected, will look just like the classical textbook 
regression of conventional statistics. The model is constructed as a weighted sum of your predictors with 
the weights being regression coefficients. Thus model will always look like: 

Y = C0 + C1 X1 + C2 X2 + … + Ck Xk 

where the Ci are the estimated regression coefficients and the Xi are the predictors selected into the 
model. 

 Unlike the textbook regression model we do not report standard errors and t-statistics for the 
coefficients; the coefficients are reported without further adornment and we rely on the fact that this 
model was ultimately selected by the learning machine as sufficient reason to stick with the details. 
You can get confidence intervals via bootstrap resampling which can be requested and set up on the 
GPS Advanced tab. 

GPS (Generalized Path Seeker) can be viewed as a clever way to dramatically expand the pool of 
potential linear models based on the learn sample. Unlike conventional OLS regression, which can only 
build single models with the specified number of predictors already optimized for the learn sample while 
completely ignoring the test sample, GPS produces a vastly superior set of models by offering a much 
larger number of coefficient configurations. 
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The test sample can therefore be used to identify the model configuration with the best performance 
given the user constraints on the model size and complexity. 

 Other than the task of optimal model selection, the test sample is not used in the model construction 
thus alleviating the problems of over-fitting generally arising in OLS regression. 

Internally, GPS constructs the collection of models by creating a path as a sequence of iterations (steps) 
in the space of coefficients. This can be visualized as follows: 

 

The path therefore effectively connects the zero coefficients intercept-only model on one end with the fully 
developed OLS solution on the other end by gradually modifying values of the coefficients as well as 
introducing more and more variables. 

At each step along the path, one and only one coefficient is adjusted. If it is an already non-zero 
coefficient, the model size remains the same; otherwise, when a previously zero coefficient is being 
adjusted a new variable is effectively introduced into the model. 

The Variable Selection Strategy plays the key role in determining at which point along the path a new 
variable enters into the model and also how the coefficients are adjusted. Thus at the current step, a 
decision is made which coefficient will be modified next according to the currently imposed variable 
selection strategy. A number of different strategies can be conceptually introduced and there exists vast 
technical literature dedicated to the subject. The key differences arise in how to balance the stronger 
variables introduced earlier during the modeling process versus weaker variables introduced later. Some 
strategies result to very sparse solutions with only a handful of variables selected, others try to include all 
available predictors while simultaneously shrinking the coefficients towards zero to allow varying degree 
of regularization. 

GPS uses the elastic family of penalty functions as the mathematical tool to impose different variable 
selection strategies. The actual theoretical details are not important for the current discussion; the only 
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relevant part is that each member of the elastic penalty family is defined by a single real numeric 
parameter called Elasticity. 

Elasticity can be set to any real number between 0 and 2 (inclusive) and mathematically imposes variable 
selection strategies with varying degree of sparseness on the resulting path solutions. 

The following elasticity values can be considered as archetypal: 
♦ Elasticity = 2 – fast approximation to the Ridge Regression, introduces variables as quickly as 

possible and then jointly varies the magnitude of coefficients. Produces the least sparse solutions 
favoring uniform shrinkage instead. 

♦ Elasticity = 1 – fast approximation to the Lasso Regression, introduces variables sparingly letting the 
current active variables develop their coefficients. Produces reasonably sparse solutions. 

♦ Elasticity = 0 – fast approximation to the Stepwise Regression, introduces new variables only after the 
current active variables were fully developed (basically meaning the conventional OLS solution). 
Produces the sparsest solutions, especially on the earlier parts of the path. 

Regardless of the actual value of elasticity selected, any path will eventually reach (at least in theory) the 
OLS solution in the complete set of predictors. The key difference is how the path gets to that point and 
how aggressively the coefficients are introduced/adjusted in various variables. 

 In practice, paths spawned by the sparser strategies may terminate prematurely due to user imposed 
limits on the number of steps (iterations), adjustment rate, as well as other factors, like presence of 
collinear predictors, numeric convergence issues, etc. 

At each step, a coefficient is being adjusted based on fancy mathematical analysis of the current set of 
gradients. The actual amount of adjustment can be further controlled by Learn Rate – a user specified 
parameter between 0 and 1, such that the smaller values force smaller updates at each step. Thus 
smaller learn rates result to smoother paths in the parameter space but may require significantly larger 
number of steps until the convergence to the OLS solution is reached. 

Typically, GPS will try several different elasticities based on user specified values. Because each path 
may have different numbers of actual steps completed (different elasticities will impose different values of 
updates along the path) additional measures are needed to facilitate model extraction and comparisons. 
Each path will typically include thousands of steps each being a potentially new regression solution. 
Reporting and storing all of the solutions may therefore impose unnecessary burden on the time, 
compute, and storage resources. 

Therefore, GPS has an additional layer of model extraction called Points. Only a fixed user specified 
number of points (models, a.k.a. coefficient sets) will be extracted from each path for further processing.  
This can be visualized as follows: 
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For example, is the user sets 200 points (the default), only 200 models will be selected into the internal 
pool of models, even though the path itself may have an arbitrary number of steps. 

 GPS employs clever interpolation techniques to guarantee the user specified number of points at all 
times, even when the number of steps along the path is smaller than the number of points requested. 

 On the diagram above, only 10 points are requested while the dots represent individual steps, which 
could be many. 

Aside from the fixed number of points requested, the Point Selection Strategy can be influenced by the 
positive Skew parameter: 
♦ Skew = 1 – samples points on a uniform grid imposed on the learn sample accuracy in terms of MSE 

(regression) or Cross-Entropy (logistic regression). 

♦ Skew > 1 – biases the sampling grid towards more accurate side, thus increasing the share of larger 
models (larger models always have better performance on the learn sample). 

♦ Skew < 1 – biases the sampling grid towards less accurate side (on the learn sample), thus 
emphasizing reduced model complexity. 

To summarize, GPS will construct a number of different paths based on the user supplied list of path 
building parameters (elasticity and learn rate), it will then extract a fixed user specified number of models 
(points and skew), these models will constitute the internal pool of candidate models referred to earlier, 
they will vary by size (but not necessarily contiguously) and magnitude of coefficients. Each model from 
the pool will then be evaluated based on a number of performance criteria (one set for regression and 
another set for logistic regression) based on both learn and test samples. The user can then use the 
flexible GUI interface to view, score, and translate different models from the pool to serve his particular 
needs (performance criterion of interest, model size versus model accuracy tradeoff, etc.). 

Within SPM to run a GPS model you need to follow the same steps as you would for any of our analytical 
engines: 
♦ Select an analysis data set arranged as rows (observations) and columns (potential predictors). With 

GPS you can theoretically work with many fewer rows than you require for a CART model. You could 
develop a model with as little as three rows of data although you could hardly have much confidence 
in the results. 

♦ Select a target (dependent variable), almost always a numeric variable. 

 If the target has more than two distinct values you will have no choice but to run a regression 
analysis. With two distinct values you can opt for a logistic regression model. The logistic option is 
preferable if you want to predict the probability of an event or outcome but it runs considerably slower 
than the regression option. 

♦ Identify the set of predictors which GPS will be permitted consider for inclusion in the final model. As 
always, exclude inappropriate predictors such as ID variables, clones of the target, data derived from 
the future (unless you intend to do this). Categorical predictors are automatically expanded into a set 
of dummy indicators (a 0/1 variable for each level), and these indicators are then treated as unrelated 
variables. 

♦ Choose a TEST method – in this respect GPS follows the mold of data mining models generally. We 
do not (fully) trust results derived from the training data and hence need to rely on test data to provide 
us with an honest estimate of true model performance. If you do not have sufficient data to be able to 
afford a true test partition you always have the option of using cross-validation. 

GPS operates in two distinct modes depending on your selection of analysis method on the Model Setup 
tab. Your choices are either Regression or Logistic Binary. The former can be used for any numeric 
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dependent variable including numeric variables with just two values (e.g. 0 and 1). The latter can be used 
with any variable with just two distinct values whether numeric or text. 

 Thus a variable RESPONSE$ with possible values "YES" and "NO" can also be used as target for 
this mode of GPS. 

The logistic binary mode is the preferred analysis mode for binary targets and is essential when the less 
common class falls much below 30% of the data. You are likely to obtain very unsatisfactory results for a 
rare target if you treat it as an everyday regression. 
 Be aware though that the binary logistic is substantially slower and noticeably so with large data sets. 

We now provide a quick summary of every GPS model setup parameter available to the user in SPM. 
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GPS Model Setup 

The GPS tab of the Model Setup window provides the key engine settings. 

 

 

Standard Elasticities group 

Located on the top of the window and includes four suggested archetypal Elasticities to try: Compact, 
Lasso, Ridged Lasso, and Ridge. 

 Ridged Lasso eliminates some of the potential problems of the traditional Lasso related to the sharp 
singularities of the penalty function while preserving the general Lasso variable selection strategy. 

Path Control group 

Organizes key controls influencing path construction and points extraction: 
♦ Steps – the maximum number of iterations for the path construction. 

 It is possible for a path to finish (converge to the OLS solution) before the maximum number of steps 
is reached. 
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 Setting steps to a very small number may terminate path development prematurely and produce 
inferior models. 

♦ Points – the fixed number of coefficient sets to be extracted from each path into the internal pool of 
available models. The slider on the right allows quick and easy adjustments to the value. 

 Each additional point consumes time and resources, use your judgment to find the optimal balance. 

♦ Skew – skews the point selection towards the beginning or the end of the path (see the earlier 
discussion). 

Data Preprocessing group 

Organizes controls responsible for modeling data preparation immediately before it is seen by the GPS 
engine: 
♦ Standardize – standardizes all available predictors (mean of zero and variance of one). Because the 

internal GPS implementation is based on generalized gradient descent in the coefficient space, 
standardizing variables “evens the play field”, thus allowing individual predictors equal chances of 
being selected. When the standardization is turned off, GPS will tend to favor large variance 
predictors, which is typically undesirable. 

♦ Listwise missings deletion – unlike other engines available in SPM, GPS has no built-in ability to 
handle missing values. With this option turned on, all records with missing values in at least one 
modeling variable will be deleted. Alternatively, (when this option is off), GPS will use median 
imputation for all missing values. 

♦ Predictor Outlier Capping – replaces a fixed percentage of outliers in each predictor (symmetrically) 
by the corresponding percentile. This may improve computation robustness of the model building 
step. 

LOSS – Regression group 

Used when modeling continuous response (regression), influences the default optimal model selection 
done automatically by the GPS engine. The LS/LAD control is used by the engine when the slow 
performance search algorithm is turned off, while the Search Optimal by control is used by the engine 
when the slow performance search algorithm is turned on. 

 This control is mostly relevant to automated runs relying on default optimal model automatically 
suggested by the engine. In the GUI, the user may select any model of interest interactively thus 
bypassing the engine recommendation. 

 This rather confusing feature will be streamlined in the next engine update 

Binary – Classification group 

Used when modeling binary response (logistic regression), influences the default optimal model selection 
done automatically by the GPS engine. The Likelihood | Prob | Misclass control is used by the engine 
when the slow performance search algorithm is turned off, while the Search Optimal by control is used 
by the engine when the slow performance search algorithm is turned on. 

 This control is mostly relevant to automated runs relying on default optimal model automatically 
suggested by the engine. In the GUI, the user may select any model of interest interactively thus 
bypassing the engine recommendation. 

 This rather confusing feature will also be streamlined in the next engine update 
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Model Limits group 

Imposes additional simple restrictions on the variables that are allowed to enter into a model: 
♦ Search up to max predictors – sets the upper limit on the total number of non-zero coefficients 

allowed in the model. As soon as the number of active predictors on the path reaches this limit, GPS 
stops looking at additional predictors and only focuses on the selected set. 

 The default value of 0 imposes no restriction, the final number of variables selected may still be 
smaller than the complete set because of the natural path termination after the maximum number of 
steps is reached. 

♦ Max Correlation Permitted for Entry – once a new variable is introduced along the path, all 
variables that have correlating with the variable above the specified limited are excluded from further 
analysis. This ensures that the active variables selected by GPS are correlated up to the specified 
threshold. The best way to work with this control is simply to experiment over a range of values, or to 
use the AUTOMATE tab feature for the MAXCORR option if you have access to SPM PRO EX. 

 The default value of 1.0 imposes no restrictions. 

 Be aware that this control can absolutely prevent the entry of some variables thus limiting the 
maximum number of possible variables that can make it into the model. 

GPS Advanced Model Setup 

The GPS Advanced tab of the Model Setup window provides additional engine settings for extra 
modeling flexibility. 

  

Algorithm – Regression group 
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Switches between two different ways to compute internal updates during regression path construction: 
♦ Covariance – uses fast update algorithm based on full covariance matrix, runs very fast but 

increases memory footprint of the process. 

♦ Naive – uses slow update algorithm but has a small memory footprint. 

 Other than memory/speed tradeoff, the algorithm selection should make no difference on the actual 
paths constructed. 

 This control is only available for regression, there is no known fast update algorithm for logistic 
regression which always uses the naïve approach. 

Path Iterations group 

Provide additional fine controls over path construction: 
♦ Speed – forces GPS to consider introducing additional variables into the path only at the specific 

milestones. For example, speed of 10 would only allow a new variable to enter at every 10th step. 
This allows bypassing some of the expensive internal calculations of the gradients thus speeding the 
process up. On the other hand, the path itself will change and may produce different results. 

 The default speed of 1 is the slowest. 

♦ Learn Rate – controls the amount of update at each step.  Smaller learn rates will generally require 
more steps for the path fully develop. 

Elasticity group 

Provide fine controls over the requested elasticities, way beyond the default four archetypes. One can 
either type in an arbitrary set of additional elasticity values or generate a uniform grid of elasticities. 

 Up to 100 different elasticities are allowed which is more than enough for all practical purposes. 

Save Model Results 

Select Full to save all the points computed by the model, else Brief to save only a sub-sample of points 
representing each path. 

Bootstrap Confidence group 

This is experimental albeit powerful feature to run bootstrapping process around the GPS model builder in 
order to obtain bootstrap bounds on the values of the coefficients. 
♦ Alpha – sets the fraction (symmetric) of the extreme values to be truncated in order to obtain the 

bootstrap confidence intervals for each coefficient. 

♦ Bootstrap Cycles – specifies the number of bootstrap iterations, at least 50 or more will be required 
to obtain meaningful results. 

 Bootstrapping process can be extremely time and resource consuming endeavor. 

This concludes the description of all of the GPS engine control options available in the SPM GUI. 
Additional controls may be available in the command line. One may type in “HELP GPS” in the command 
prompt in order to see the full list of available commands and options. 
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GPS Output Displays 
In what follows we provide detailed descriptions of various displays produced as the result of running the 
GPS engine. 

GPS Results: Paths 
 

 

Basic Stats 

Basic stats are located in the upper left part of the window 
♦ Training data – points to the modeling dataset 

♦ Target Variable – name of the variable used as the target 

♦ Type – regression for continuous targets or binary for classification targets 

♦ N Learn – number of learn records in the sample, after possible piece-wise deletion of missing value 
records 

♦ N Test – number of test sample records 

♦ N predictors – number of predictors potentially used in the model 

Optimal Model Stats 

Optimal model stats are assembled under the Optimal – Test or Optimal – Learn group right below the 
basic stats. 

 Optimal – Learn is only displayed when the [Learn] button is pressed, otherwise Optimal – Test is 
displayed. 

The optimal model is suggested by the engine based on the user-supplied optimality criterion during the 
Model Setup. 
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The following measures are reported for the regression: 
♦ Elasticity – elasticity for the optimal model path. 

♦ Coefficients – optimal model size in coefficients. 

♦ MSE – Mean Squared Error of the optimal model predictions. 

♦ R-Sq – R-squared of the optimal model. 

♦ MAD – mean absolute deviation of the optimal model predictions. 

♦ MRAD – mean relative absolute deviation of the optimal model predictions. 

The following measures are reported for the binary classification: 
♦ Elasticity – elasticity for the optimal model path. 

♦ Coefficients – optimal model size in coefficients. 

♦ ROC – area under the ROC curve. 

♦ Class. Error – classification accuracy. 

♦ Lift – lift in the top decile. 

♦ Cross Entropy – cross-entropy (log-likelihood). 

Outliers Summary 

This table reports the top summary of the outliers’ analysis described earlier in the manual. 

Main Graph Window 

The main graph window contains model performance curves for the currently selected performance 
criterion, sample, and labeling. The optimal model (as reported by the engine) is marked by the green 
line, while the currently user-selected model is marked by the red line. 

The curves are always forced to be monotonic, thus redefining the larger model sizes in terms of smaller 
model sizes when those result to better performance. For example, if there is no 4-coefficient model with 
better performance than the 3-coefficient model, the 3-coefficient model is reported even when the 4-
coefficient model is selected. Situations like this result to flat performance segments on the performance 
curves. 

Simply click on the model of interest anywhere within the display area to change the currently selected 
model. Use the [Left] and [Right] arrow keys on the keyboard to navigate either left or right within the 
available models. 

Axes Controls 

Axes controls influence what is displayed in the main graph area 
♦ Y: - this selection box specifies the performance measure in focus, nine performance measures are 

available for regression and four performance measures are available for classification. 

♦ X: - switches between Coefficients-based and Points-based indexing along the horizontal axis.  
Recall that the internal pool of models if always a points based grid of fixed size (supplied by the user 
in the Model Setup window). The coefficients-based display allows the end user to focus only on the 
most interesting models from the points pool. 
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Sample Buttons 

Sample control buttons select which sample is used for the performance measures shown on the graph 
as well as which models are shown in the Coefficient and Summary windows (see below). 
♦ Learn – the train sample is used. 

♦ Test – the test sample is used. 

♦ Holdout – the holdout sample is used. 

♦ All – all available samples are used. 

Main Control Buttons 

The remaining buttons on the GPS Results: Paths window trigger further actions or open up additional 
reporting displays. 
♦ Chart View: [Legend] – turns the graph legend on or off. 

♦ [All Curves] – turns on the advanced display mode (see below). 

♦ [Coefficients] – opens up the Coefficients window. 

♦ [Summary…] - opens up the model Summary window. 

♦ [Commands] – opens the Command Log window. 

♦ [Translate] – opens the Translate window, to translate the model of interest into the language of 
choice. 

♦ [Score] – opens the Score window, to score data using the model of interest.[Save Grove…] - 
opens the Save Grove window, to save the complete model output into a binary file for further use 
and portability. 
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GPS Results: Paths: Model Coefficients 

This window opens after the user pressed on the [Coefficients] button in the GPS Results: Paths 
window, it reports the model coefficients. 

 

The coefficients are synchronized with the currently selected model, performance measure, and sample 
partition selected in the GPS Results: Paths window. 

 The Non-zero count value may be smaller than the requested, this means that no model of the 
selected size was found that has a better performance than the smaller size model shown. 

GPS Results: Summary 

This window opens after the user pressed on the [Summary…] button in the GPS Results: Paths 
window, it reports various summary details of the currently selected model. 

The details are synchronized with the currently selected model, performance measure, and sample 
partition selected in the GPS Results: Paths window. 
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Most summary tabs are generic and have already been described earlier in this or other manuals. The 
GPS engine specific tabs will be: 
♦ Coefficients – this tab shows the values of the coefficients. Unlike the GPS Results: Path: Model 

Coefficients window, all zero coefficients are removed. 

♦ Record Deletions – this tab shows details of the list-wise record deletion due to missing values (if 
any). 

GPS Results: Paths – All Curves 

Press the [All Curves] button in the GPS Results: Paths window to display fine details of the individual 
paths constructed by the GPS engine. This may provide further insights into the inner workings of the 
algorithm and is usually not necessary for the casual user. 
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All of the original controls already described are still preserved. 

To the left of the main graphing area one now finds an additional table where each row represents 
individual paths internally constructed by the engine: 
♦ Select – allows to turn on or off individual paths for display, this is useful in studying specific 

solutions. 

♦ Elasticity – the elasticity parameter of the path displayed on this row. 

♦ Test Optimal N Coef. – test optimal model size, on this specific path only. 

♦ Test Optimal MSE – optimal value of the selected performance criterion 

 The title of this column depends on the current selected performance measure in the Axes – Y: 
control. 

♦ Learn Optimal N Coef. – learn optimal model size, on this specific path only. 

♦ Learn Optimal MSE – optimal value of the selected performance criterion 

 The title of this column depends on the current selected performance measure in the Axes – Y: 
control. 

GPS Results: Paths: Model Coefficients – All Curves 

This window opens after the user pressed on the [Coefficients] button in the GPS Results: Paths 
window, it reports the model coefficients. 
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Note that now the window reports coefficients by individual paths. By switching to the X: Points mode, 
pressing the [Learn] sample button, and then clicking on the various model sizes in terms of points in the 
main graphing area, one may quickly see how GPS variable selection strategy work under different 
elasticities. For example, the Compact elasticity tends to squeeze out existing variables before it adds a 
new variable, while the Ridge elasticity tends to grab all available predictors and work with varying degree 
of shrinkage on the values of the coefficients. 

 In the [Test] sample display mode some model sizes and coefficient values may become “sticky”; this 
means that GPS can’t find a user-selected model size better than the one found already for small 
sizes. 

 The table is updated interactively: you may click on the model of interest inside of the main graph to 
view different models. The currently selected model size is highlighted by red line. 

 The table of coefficients displays the best model in terms of test or learn sample performance found 
so far, no exceeding the model size (in coefficients) specified on the graph. For example, when the 
red line on the graph points to the 10 coefficients, the Lasso column in the table shows only 3 
coefficients – this means that any other configuration of coefficients (up to 10 non-zero ones) along 
the Lasso path would produce inferior performance. 

 Similarly, you can press the [Learn] button to see which sets of coefficients optimize learn 
performance. 

 You can even change the performance criterion of interest using the Axes – Y: selection box, this will 
automatically update the graph and the coefficient tables. 
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GPS Results: Solutions by Elasticity – All Curves 

This window opens after the user pressed on the [Detailed solution] button in the GPS Results: Paths 
window, it reports the optimal models by path (elasticity) and by the performance criterion. 

 

The bright green entries report best overall performances by sample and performance evaluation 
criterion, regardless of the path. The Solution column references the internal point number. Recall, that 
the points supply a fixed sampling grid on the constructed paths in terms of models. This is set by the 
user during the Model Setup and defaults to 200. 

For example, point 200 sampled from the Ridge path has the best overall Learn MSE of 21.416 while 
point 184 sampled from the Ridge path has the best overall Test MSE of 21.361. 

The light green entries report best performances by sample and performance evaluation criterion, on the 
given path. 

For example, point 170 sampled from the Lasso path has the best Test MSE of 22.79 along the lasso 
path. Even though this is the best Test MSE Lasso path model, there exists a better Test MSE model, 
which is the Ridge point 184 mentioned earlier. 

Observe that the Compact variable selection strategy in our case does not perform nearly as well as the 
alternatives, while the Ridge elasticity dominates on every performance statistic. 

 Results in other examples on other data sets could well be quite different! 
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GPS Discussion Topics 
We conclude our description of the GPS engine by discussing a number of topics to provide further 
insights into its use and applications. 

GPS "Elasticities" 

There are three principal modeling strategies built into GPS: Compact, Lasso, and Ridge. The ridge 
regression mode is the oldest method, having been introduced into statistics in 1970. Its principal 
motivation was dealing with highly correlated predictors and was designed to "stabilize" the coefficients 
generated by "shrinking" all the coefficient estimates towards zero. One symptom of highly correlated 
predictors in conventional regression is the appearance of wildly large coefficient estimates, often 
hundreds or thousands of times larger (in absolute value) than most of the other coefficients. You might 
think of ridge regression as a way of preventing any coefficient from reaching unreasonable values while 
still retaining overall model quality (goodness of fit). The ridge machinery is not just confined to protecting 
against "wild" coefficients and it operates on all coefficients and even in contexts where none of the 
coefficients has any tendency to go wild.   

A fascinating feature of the ridge regression is that it improves the predictive performance of a 
conventional regression. Ridge works by optimally "shrinking" coefficients, i.e. making them smaller in 
absolute value, or moving them towards 0. (We shrink the vector of coefficients as a whole, and not 
necessarily every element individually.) The beauty of the strategy makes eminent sense: when we fit a 
regression model to data we are literally making the fit as good as possible, or representing our training 
data as faithfully as possible. But our training data will almost certainly be different from future data even 
if both training data and future data are derived from the identical data generation process. By shrinking 
the regression coefficients, we "detune" the model and make it less reflective of the training data and this 
should yield better predictive accuracy. The only unanswered question is how much to shrink. Maximal 
shrinkage would move all the coefficients to 0 leaving us with no model and a prediction based on the 
mean of the target in the training data; no shrinkage would leave us with the conventional regression 
model. The official job of the ridge regression is to shrink optimally and this is best accomplished with the 
help of test data. An important characteristic of the ridge regression as implemented in traditional 
statistics is that it does not do any variable selection. If you provide the ridge regression with 500 
predictors it will keep all 500. Later we will see that GPS goes about computing the ridge regression in a 
way that actually supports variable selection and this is a very useful extension of the original concept. 

Some useful observations about the ridge methodology: if all the predictors are uncorrelated with each 
other then every coefficient is shrunk (reduced in absolute value) by the same percentage. Given that all 
the coefficients are reduced in absolute value the variability of the predictions generated must be less 
than that produced by the standard regression.  

The second principal "elasticity" recognized by GPS is the "Lasso". The lasso was introduced into the 
statistical literature in 1996 and at first was used only by a small number of adventuring data analysts. 
However, over the last few years the lasso idea has gained considerable traction both within the statistical 
and machine learning communities. The lasso was explicitly described in the language originally used to 
motivate the ridge regression but with a slight modification that makes it far more attractive: the lasso 
shrinks coefficients following the lead of ridge regression but it also selects variables for inclusion or 
exclusion in the model. It accomplishes this by shrinking each regression coefficient by substantially 
different amounts and allows for some coefficients to be shrunk all the way to 0. A great advantage of the 
lasso is that it drives towards simpler models than the ridge regression. Whereas the ridge regression is 
intended to keep all available predictors the lasso is free to ultimately reject any number of them. 
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The final elasticity resembles forward stepwise regression and we call it the "Compact" elasticity. 
Introduced by Jerome Friedman as the principal reason for creating the GPS engine it goes considerably 
further than the lasso in pushing towards models with as few included variables as possible. Friedman 
describes it as a method that attempts to replicate as closely as possible the "Best Subset Regression" 
which considers all possible configurations of predictors (in or out of the model). If you had three possible 
predictors then best subset regression would test 2^3 or 2 raised to the 3rd power different models, or 
eight models altogether. Best subset has long been thought to be impractical for all but the smallest 
problems because the number of possible subsets explodes as the number of predictors increases. 
Recall that 2 raised to the 32nd power is more than 4 billion, meaning that with 32 predictors we would 
need to consider 4 billion plus models to find the best subset. With Friedman's novel methodology in GPS 
we can use approximation to solve this problem with very little effort. 

Considering the example of two very highly correlated predictors can help elucidate the differences 
between the differing modeling strategies. In this case ridge regression will tend to treat the two variables 
equally, control any wildness in the regression by preventing the coefficients from becoming too large, 
and ensure that each gets a very similar coefficient in absolute value. In the compact or best subsets 
model only one of the two variables will ever be included in any candidate best model. And in the lasso 
we cannot know in advance what will happen; we might get just one of the variables, or one with a large 
coefficient and the other with a very small coefficient, or perhaps both predictors with very similar 
coefficients. 

Hybrid Elasticities 

Starting from the three reference elasticities Compact, Lasso, and Ridge, which are represented by the 
elasticity values of 0, 1, and 2, respectively, GPS allows for creation of elasticities that are essentially a 
mixture or blend of reference elasticities. Thus, we allow for a special elasticity which we call the "Ridged 
Lasso" with an elasticity value of 1.1 (which is one tenth of the distance between the Lasso, at 1, and the 
Ridge, at 2). For the most part there is nothing special about one hybrid over another, but their availability 
allows us to tweak models to higher levels of performance. Since there is no way to tell which elasticity 
will work best for any given data set it is recommended that you ask GPS to conduct a grid search. By 
default, GPS uses the four values of 0.1, 1.1 and 2 but you can set up a more detailed search. For 
example, you might experiment with a grid of elasticities going from 0 to 2 in steps of 0.1. The 
intermediate elasticities do not have a special story describing what they are about but if the best 
predictive model uses one then you should consider using it instead of a named elasticity.   

GPS versus Linear Regression 

How do the GPS optimal model results compare with everyday regression? To investigate we ran an 
ordinary least squares regression in SPM (by selecting the “Regression” analysis method on the Model 
Setup dialog) and a standard GPS regression using Ridge elasticity and 200 points. 

Below we show the coefficients for the Regression and Ridge Regression results side by side. 
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Ridge Regression                       Conventional Regression 

  
 

Looking at the ordinary regression and ridge regression results we can see the typical pattern of 
coefficient shrinkage, especially for the NOX (pollution) variable for which the regression coefficient goes 
from -19.91 to -4.97. Observe though that not every coefficient becomes smaller in absolute value and 
that the AGE coefficient changes sign. This is not an uncommon pattern of changes and in fact has been 
exploited from time to time when a regression model exhibits a “wrong” sign for a predictor; trying a ridge 
regression might “fix” the sign (but of course there is no guarantee). Observe also that the test sample 
MSE drops from 27.07 (ordinary regression) to 21.36 (ridge regression). This is a dramatic example of the 
benefits of shrinkage. This is not a fluke or some lucky draw of the test sample. Rather, the opposite is 
true. You would have to be unusually unlucky to see ridge model do worse on previously unseen data 
than ordinary regression. But you do need to either have a test set partition or use cross-validation to 
allow GPS to learn how to tune the ridge parameter. 

GPS: Maximum Correlation Control 

This control, set by default to 1.0, is intended to prevent the addition of new variables into the model when 
they are too highly correlated with the variables already in the model. Plausible values range from 0.5 to 
0.999 and again it is not possible to know in advance which settings might work best for your data. The 
best way to work with this control is simply to experiment over a range of values, or to use the 
AUTOMATE MAXCORR option if you have access to SPM PRO EX. 

In our example, MAXCORR=0.7 limits the largest model we can construct to 10 variables instead of the 
13 used in the default setup. This model is very slightly worse on test MSE than the full 13 variable 
model. (See the screenshot for the next section). Below is a table of results using different MAXCORR 
threshold: 
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In this example every best model happened to have been a ridge regression but the MAXCORR setting 
prevented some of the predictors from entering thus yielding models that contain less than the full set of 
13 predictors. When working with larger collections of predictors the MAXCORR control is likely to have 
its biggest effect on which variables are ultimately included. 

 MAXCORR control is simply a device that allows exploring other ways to tweak your models to better 
test sample performance. 

GPS: Maximum Predictors Control 

This is an important setting when working with very large numbers of predictors (e.g. tens of thousands, 
hundreds of thousands). When GPS starts it will examine every available predictor in searching for the 
first variable to enter into the model. It will then examine all available predictors again when considering 
whether to add a variable to the existing set of predictors (after the first step there is just one variable 
already in the model). To speed the process of actually getting to a final model and to keep demands for 
workspace memory from becoming excessive we offer an option to limit the number of variables that can 
finally enter the model. You are never required to set a limit and we regularly work with many thousands 
of predictors in this way. But if you run into either memory or run time problems using this control 
judiciously can be the difference between success and failure. Consider for example working with a 
100,000 term vector in a text mining model (meaning you have 100,000 predictors available each 
representing a word or phrase). It could be very helpful to limit the model to just a few thousand predictors 
both to speed up the modeling process and also to be able to fit the required analytical workspace into 
your available RAM. 

Getting A Bit More Technical 

GPS is known as a "regularized" regression machine because it exerts some control over the details of 
the model that will be created. A standard regression simply solves some equations and spits out 
whatever the mathematical solution dictates. In the family of regularized regressions GPS offers we exert 
control (regulation) by limiting how large in absolute value any regression coefficient can become. While 
this sounds somewhat innocuous the core idea is related to the notion of variability of results. Consider 
first the situation in which all of our data has been "standardized", to have mean zero and standard 
deviation 1, which means that all coefficients can be reasonably compared by size.  

The ridge regression is implemented by fitting a regression model to the data that minimizes the sum of 
squared errors (on the training data) subject to a penalty on the sum of the squared magnitudes of the 
coefficients. The standard linear regression is intended to minimize 
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where lambda is a real positive number representing a fixed strength of the penalty. Recall that a "null" 
regression model contains only a constant and no regressors and generates as a prediction the mean 
value of the target in the training data. The model is null in the sense that it generates the same prediction 
for every record of every data set whether train, test, or holdout. We can always compute this null model 
easily, and in some cases it does represent the best that we can do. The R-Squared performance 
measure starts with the sum of squared errors for the null model and reflects the percentage reduction 
our non-null model achieves. 

As soon as we introduce the ridge penalty things change because in addition to the sum squared errors 
we need to minimize we also have to take the sum of squared regression coefficients into account. These 
will be multiplied by the value of lambda and if lambda is large the sum of squared regression coefficients 
can become as large or larger than the sum of squared errors coming from the ordinary least squares 
regression coefficients. If lambda is very large, the penalty can become so great that the "best" model is 
indeed the null model where all regression coefficients are set to zero. At the other extreme, if the lambda 
value is set to zero then we have no penalty at all and are back to unregularized regression. So how 
should we set lambda? 

As usual in data mining we prefer to be data driven and in this case we let the data (real test data or 
simulated test data via cross-validation) tell us. One way to run a ridge regression is to conduct a grid 
search over a range of possible lambda values and select the one that yields the best predictive accuracy 
on test data. With the small data sets typical of applied statistics in the 1970s when the ridge regression 
was first introduced such searches were practical and fast enough. But for modern data mining problems 
we need a better search algorithm, which is what GPS provides us. But the principle logic is still the 
same, with the proviso that we have some special tricks for dealing with very large numbers of predictors 
(to be discussed below). 

Ridge regression produces a "biased" regression meaning that on its predictions for the target variable 
given a set of predictors will not be centered on the "truth". However, if estimated correctly, its predictions 
will tend to be closer to the truth on average than an ordinary regression. This is an example of the "bias 
variance tradeoff" so important in the creation and assessment of predictive models.  

A practical matter relating to very large numbers of predictors 

GPS allows you to set an upper bound on the number of predictors that will be considered for inclusion in 
any final model. This is a departure from traditional ridge regression in which all predictors are by 
definition included, but is essential in the development of practical models. If you happen to have, say, 1 
million predictors you are not going to want a model with 1 million regression coefficients. 

Most practitioners would start by trying to eliminate a very large number of the potential predictors in order 
to arrive at a manageable model but GPS will not force you to engage in such pre-filtering. Instead, you 
start with the specification of a maximum number of predictors that may be included in the model. (You 
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can experiment with several such limits to see if you are on the right track). Recall that GPS works as 
follows: 

It starts by examining all the available predictors and continues to work with all as it slowly builds up a 
provisional model. GPS works in a forward stepping mode meaning that it starts by including just one 
predictor in the model and gradually adds predictors. A step in GPS can either add a new variable or 
refine the coefficient on a variable already in the model. The stepping continues, always scanning all 
variables during every step until the maximum number of included variables has been reached. Beyond 
this point GPS stops looking at any variable not already selected into the model and simply refines the 
model working with this smaller set of variables.  

Suppose for example you are working with 100,000 predictors but would like to consider models with 
fewer than 200 predictors. The GPS will proceed with its forward stepping scanning each of your 100,000 
predictors at every step to determine what to do next (include a new predictor or refine an already 
included predictor). But once GPS reaches 200 included variables it stops scanning outside of these 
selected 200 predictors in any subsequent model refinement. 

Should you set an upper bound on the number of allowed predictors? 

If you are working with a modest number of predictors, there is absolutely no reason to impose any limit. 
However, GPS must maintain a correlation matrix for all the predictors in the model in memory, and if you 
allow for 10,000 predictors GPS will need to manage a 100 million element matrix (actually just the upper 
or lower half). In addition, if you allow for a very large number of predictors GPS will need to take the 
compute time to rescan the available predictors and this could lead to rather long run times. By setting a 
reasonable upper bound you economize on both workspaces required in RAM and compute time. Your 
guide to the upper bound might be accepted scientific knowledge about the process you are studying, 
your own experience, or experimentation with different values of the upper bound.   

GPS as a Variable Selection Technique 

In general, we would not favor GPS as a variable selection technique as it suffers from the limitations of 
any additive linear model when it comes to nonlinearity, interactions, and missing values. However, when 
we are working with trees and nodes extracted from trees these drawbacks disappear and indeed the 
ISLE procedure does look to be essentially a tree selection technique. In this context Friedman points out 
that we might want to consider building the optimal ISLE model in two stages: 
♦ Run the two stage TreeNet/GPS model compression analysis to obtain a preferred size of model 

(number of trees) 

♦ Now start the GPS model again restricting the analysis to just the selected trees and just run a ridge 
model (elasticity=2) 

The reason for this is that GPS combines coefficient shrinkage and variable selection in lockstep. The 
only way to get smaller models is to increase the aggressiveness of the shrinkage mechanism, meaning 
that if we start with a large number of potential predictors we might end up over-shrinking the variables 
that survive. Running the GPS model a second time on a pre-selected set of predictors allows GPS to 
reconsider the shrinkage and allow for larger coefficients. Friedman actually suggests that the second 
model could be an un-regularized regression but we think that running the GPS model again in just ridge 
mode will give you the option to stick with the plain regression results or not. Naturally, you can 
experiment with this strategy following any GPS model. 
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